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1. Introduction

The Machine Learning field
presents high demands but lacks
the engineering expertise
required to meet the needs of
the domain.[1]
According to already existing
research, between 200,000 and
300,000 engineers of the  18
million software developers in
the world possess the
qualifications to engage with AI
and ML methods. [2]
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5. Conclusion
Misconceptions are primarily caused by an imbalance
between the practical activities and the theoretical
information that is covered during a course [2].
The proposed approaches can be used to eradicate the
mentioned misconceptions and to discover new ones. 

2. Objectives

the main misconceptions regarding
Machine Learning
the origin of these misconceptions
how these misconceptions can be
eradicated
how can teachers detect other
misconceptions

Which are the misconceptions that
influence learning of Machine Learning?

The research unveils:

4. Results

3. Methodology

Misconceptions with respect to the importance
and understanding of the field of Machine
Learning [3]
Misconceptions regarding specific models of
Machine Learning and their applicability.[3] 

ML algorithms can be applied without having
expertise in the field
ML represents computers' ability to improve
their performance without human help
ML and AI are considered to be two distinct
technologies that attempt to accomplish
different objectives

Literature results
Misconceptions fall under two categories

1.

2.

The first group of misconceptions includes:

Interviews' results
18 former students of the course of ML were
interviewed and misconceptions regarding the
following topics were pointed out:

61%

50%

100%

Principal Component Analysis 

Cross-Validation

Gradient Descent and 
Stochastic Gradient Descent 

an exercise that points out the differences
between Principal Component Analysis  and
Feature Selection
an exercise that highlights the  values of using
Cross-Validation

With the help of 3 teachers of the ML course,
different methods that could help eradicate the
above misconceptions were created:

6. Limitations & further work
The number of interviewed students can be
increased in order to obtain a more accurate
generalization.
The study can continue by analyzing the student's
former ML assignments.
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